
Social distancing 
and wayfinding floors 
from Amtico



Walk this way…
Floors that have something to say

Now a feature of modern life, we’re all getting used to 
being told where to wait, walk and keep apart.

In response to this ‘new normal’ Amtico has created a 
range of statement flooring designs, covering social 

distancing and wayfinding solutions.

As with all our Signature floors, these can be fully 
customised in terms of colour and message, using 

any of our Signature products, to give you complete 
flexibility and creative freedom.

These planks and tiles can be easily slotted into existing 
LVT floors, or incorporated as part of a new scheme. 

Plus they’re durable, hygienic and easy to clean.



Planks
114.3 x 914.4mm / 4.5” x 36” 

Tiles 
457.2 x 457.2 mm / 18” x 18”

Inner circle can 
be rotated to any 
required direction.













Fulfil your creative ambition 
with Amtico Signature  

Bold, creative and beautiful – a bespoke floor 
is the ultimate design statement. Thanks to our 
advanced manufacturing capabilities, our R&D 

and Design teams can work from a simple sketch 
or even a sample material or colour swatch to 

transform your unique vision into reality.



Five reasons to choose LVT 
for hygienic workspaces

The highly durable and hard-wearing formulation of Amtico LVT featuring 
our Quantum Guard® Elite urethane coating makes floors resistant to scuffs 
and stains, so they stay looking beautiful even after repeated cleaning.

It’s ok to use bleach and 
antibacterial cleaner

Dust has 
nowhere to hide

It’s highly water 
resistant

Low VOCs for 
excellent air quality

Additional dressing 
products available for 
extra reassurance 



At Amtico we’re here to provide support in 
various ways to help keep your project moving. 

Begin with product.

We have thousands of LVT and Carpet products; view product swatches 
and roomsets online. Browse our full range of digital product brochures 
and request free samples delivered to home or work addresses.

Begin with design.

Amtico’s brand-new room visualiser is now live, where you can design 
with both LVT and Carpet Tile, then download the CAD files and other 
image assets for your projects. 

Be inspired.

Look at the inspiring ways Amtico has been used in live projects or speak to 
our dedicated project specialists about bespoke designs and our CAD service. 

Quality assured.

Download our full technical specs, warranties, installation 
and maintenance documents from the Resources section.

Amtico makes it possible.



Feeling inspired? 
Find out more at amtico.com


